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Harjoitus 2 on tietokoneharjoitus. Tehtäviä tehdään yhdessä assistentin kanssa tietokoneluokassa
ja joistain tehtävistä palautetaan lyhyt selostus seuraavan viikon harjoituksiin mennesä.

1. (Problem 1.2. p. 55) Consider this nonlinear system:x2 +x+y2−y−1 = 0 . Use Gauss-
Newton with at least two different choices for the right inverse to determine where and how
you converge. Repeat replacing−1 with 1/2.

2. (Problem 4.1. p. 64) Implement thepredcorr function; you need to write the func-
tions lxb and uxb to solve lower triangular and upper triangular systems. Then, solve
the problems below, making sure that you do not step pastα = 1
(a) Using the embedding of Example 4.2, find a root off(x) = 0, wheref(x) = x −

g(x), and

gi(x) = (i +
n∑

k=1

x3
k)/(2n) , i = 1, 2, . . . , n ,

for n = 10.
(b) With the same embedding as in Example 4.2, find a root off(x) = 0, wheref(x) =

x− g(x), and now

g1(x) = 1 + x1 −
∏n

j=1 xj , gi(x) = n + 1−
∑n

j=1 xj , i = 2, . . . , n .

Do it for n = 10 andn = 25. (Exact solution here isx = (1, . . . , 1)). Also, estimate
the length of thex(α) –curve, α ∈ [0, 1].

(c) Try solving the problems in (a)-(b) with the embedding of Example 4.1. If successful,
compare your results with those of (a)-(b).

Return ( by 9.2.) the number of iterations, plot out of the error|f(xk)| as a function of
iterations and other observed data. Thepredcorr.m - function can be found from the
course homepage.

3. (Problem 4.3. p. 69) Building onpredcorr and Remark 4.4, write a program imple-
menting either the approach of Example 4.5 or of Example 4.6 to solvef(x, α) = 0. If
you implement the Gauss-Newton approach of Example 4.6, use the pseudo-inverse and
proceed in a stationary (Gauss) Newton way. Then, use your program to solve the two
problems below. Be aware that it is tricky with this approach to make sure one does not
step pastα = 1: In your implementation, make sure that you end atα = 1 (within a
reasonable bound).
(a) We need to solvef(x, α) = 0, where

f(x, α) =
[

−x1 + α(1− x1)ex2

−3x2 + 14α(1− x1)ex2

]
.

You need to trace the solution fromα = 0 (wherex = 0) to α = 1. Produce three
plots of the solution: (i)(α, ‖x‖), (ii) (α, x1), and (iii) (α, x2) and observe that the
solution curve is not parametrizable inα.



(b) This is a homotopy problem in which the embedding of Example 4.1 is used. We have
f(x, α) = g(x)− (1− α)g(x0), where

g(x) = (Gx(x))T G(x) , G(x) =



10(x2 − x2
1)

1− x1

3
√

10(x4 − x2
3)

1− x3√
10(x2 + x4 − 2)
(x2 − x4)/

√
10

 .

At α = 0, the solution isx0 = (−3,−1,−3,−1)T , and we need the solution for
α = 1. (Hint: exact solution is(1, 1, 1, 1)T and the problem is very hard close to
α = 1).


